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QUESTION 1

In the graphic above, a product pallet is to be moved from storage bin 9010-GR-ZONE (goods receiving area) to a
storage bin in 0080 (high-rack storage area). The high-rack storage area is on the second level of the warehouse. The
system should execute a contour and weight check at the ID point, 0081: IDPOINT, to ensure that the product pallet can
be put away in the high-rack storage area safely. From this scenario, which sentences are correct? Note: There are 2
correct answers to this question Response: 

A. The task to move from the HU from the 9010:GR-ZONE to 0080 cannot be made 

B. The task to move from the HU from the 9010:GR-ZONE to 0080 can be made 

C. System determines that an interim move is relevant for a warehouse task 

D. An additional warehouse task is created to move from identification point 0081 :ID-POINT to the warehouse storage
type 0080. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a prerequisite for assigning a warehouse order to a resource? Please choose the correct
answer. Choose one: 

A. The warehouse order must be picked from the same activity area that is assigned to the resource 

B. The resource group of the resource must be assigned to the warehouse order creation rule 

C. The warehouse order must be in a queue with the same operating environment as the resource 

D. The creation of a pick handling unit must be done automatically with a packaging specification 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What must you configure to use a new SAP Extended Warehouse Management (SAP EWM) stock type? There are 2
correct answers to this question. Response: 

A. Stock type determination 

B. Non-location-specific stock type 

C. Warehouse management monitor 

D. Stock type table in Logistics Inventory Management Engine (LIME) 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 4

What is the required status of the physical inventory document before you can trigger a recount? Please choose the
correct answer. 

A. Recounted 

B. Posted 

C. Active 

D. Counted 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the two forms of counting? Choose the correct answer(s). Response: 

A. Implicit and Explicit 

B. Cycle counting and continuous 

C. Internal and external 

D. Direct and Indirect 

Correct Answer: A 
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